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ABSTRACT ‘Dangerspoons’ and its less eventful weekday alter-ego ‘Wetherspoons’ already holds a prominent
position in the Cambridge University psyche. Despite this, there has never been any acknowledgement or
interest in how Cambridge University students experience ‘Spoons’ when they are away from University. This
report seeks to understand this gap in the current geographical literature, based upon almost a week of
ethnographic research where I was embedded within a group of Cambridge University Students in Nottingham.
I will also compare how their experiences of ‘Spoons’ might have differed from those documented on the
TripAdvisor website. This report will suggest that ‘Spoons’ is a deeply personal and collective experience that
is both different and the same in both Cambridge and Nottingham, and will recommend that further research
should be conducted, in exactly one year from now, in order to better evaluate ‘Spoons’ phenomena.
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INTRODUCTION

The spatiality of ‘Spoons’ experiences is a poorly understood area
within geographical literature and is perhaps unique as undergrad-
uates are likely to have a better grasp of its emotional and physical
consequences than the esteemed academics of this University. The
question of ‘what’ a ‘Spoons’ actually consists of is a misleading
one, due to its multiplicity.

‘Spoons’ is not the same as ‘Wetherspoons’, the eating and
drinking establishments that exist across the country. Instead,
‘Spoons’ is an abstract term to describe the experiences one might
have in a Wetherspoons pub. Due to this, this report will avoid the
pitfalls of trying to oversimplify one of the most complex elements
of Cambridge culture by defining it, and instead will qualitatively
assess the ways in which ‘Spoons’ can be experienced.

I will also argue that to understand ‘Spoons’, one must also
understand what paths lead to ‘Spoons’ and where the ‘Spoons’
experience itself leads to, and so this report will not be confined
to the three different literal Wetherspoons establishments that the
CUHC M/WBlues visited during their time in Nottingham.

METHODOLOGY

Whilst studying the touring Blues, I used a simple methodological
framework, as I am fully aware of my (alleged and unproven)
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endless capacity for shadmin. I will compare the observations that
I made during the trip (TripShadvisor) with the real TripAdvisor
website’s comments on a number of the locations where ‘tour’
occurred. My observations of Wednesday and the early hours of
Thursday morning have been lost/were never made because I
have a potato instead of a phone, and all of my many pints were
repeatedly spiked with ProPluses (or should it be ProPli?) by an
anonymous Ariana Grande addict. See equations 1 and 2. Fortu-
nately, an anonymous Yorkshireman and Courgette enthusiast has
generously sent me his observations

IF :
N

∑
i=0

pintsi ≥ 1 (1)

Then : (pints + ProPli) + vin rouge de Sainsbury′s = (sendit)2

(2)

RISKS AND ETHICS

Before conducting the research, I made sure to assess the various
risks and ethical concerns involved in the fieldwork.

The first major risk is the danger associated with travelling,
although I judged this to be minimal as the coach had been booked
by Amy, and so surely everything would run smoothly as I was
(apparently) not involved. The second risk was that the touring
Blue people would be caged up in a hotel without windows or a
lift, as previous shadministrators had organised. Again, I judged
the risk of this to be minimal due to Amy’s organisational ability,
and I actually had no involvement this time.
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Once settled into Nottingham, there were other risks to consider
[Smith, 2010]. The risk of being viciously bombarded with condi-
ments whilst in a Wetherspoons by the notorious ‘Ketchup Boy’ of
Nottingham, for example. I deemed this to be only a minor risk, as
surely there wouldn’t be any pre-pubescent hard-men desperately
trying to impress their similarly pre-pubescent and shlid-adorned
friends. The danger of being accosted in the street and directed to
“stop drinking milk” by a man who inexplicably thinks the wacky-
wavy-inflatable-arm-man is more of a “pretty boy” than Harald
Peng. Aside from the risks of mixing with locals, and the remote
chances of Bill Taylor actually sending it [Taylor, 2018], there was
the very real risk of silly freshers being silly [England et al., 2019].
One only has to look back 12 months to see the chaos that freshers
called Will Silver can cause. Fortunately, as was the case last year,
the WBlues captain promised to once again look after the MBlues
fresher, even if that meant abandoning their own freshers to some
basement.

There are also ethical factors to consider when writing such
a fieldwork report [Bulmer, 2001], and so some people will have
their names altered, and others will not, primarily so nobody is
embarrassed by the fact that they decided to do work instead of
sending a large one at the MEGAZONE [Campkin et al., 2002].
On the subject of embarrassment, I will also not mention the fact
that the MBlues pretty ruthlessly embarrassed the Trent 1st XI on
their home turf in what can only be described as a boat race. As
I was observing and studying the touring sides covertly, it was
important to protect my real identity, so their behaviour was as
natural as possible, and to this end I pretended to be Ed (Shgreg)
Tyler for the whole tour.

DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH TRIPADVISOR

The following discussion will examine a selection of the estab-
lishments visited by the various Blues during the Nottingham
trip, anchored by the repeated presence of Wetherspoons pubs
throughout the tour.

Monday
The Roebuck Inn (Wetherspoon) [Fig.1]
TripShadvisor: Rating: N/A

Figure 1 TripAdvisor’s ratings and a fairly irrelevant review.

• #20+1 sounds about right for quick nibbles
• Food: N/A (I didn’t eat here)
• Service: N/A (no I just told you, I didn’t eat here)
• Value: N/A (this is silly now)
• Atmosphere: 1/5 (the boring grads were still with us at this

point)

Review: Was a rather tame ‘Spoons’ experience, 984rebekahs
is probably a boring grad who likes that sort of thing. Also not
convinced there was “plenty of seating” for the 32 M/WBlues that
turned up without booking ahead, as 984rebekahs claims, although
maybe this was a sign of the shadmin to come?

The Megazone (Quasar Elite Nottingham (Laser Tag)) [Fig. 2]
TripShadvisor: Rating: 6/5

Figure 2 TripAdvisor’s review of the most Mega of Megazones.

• #1/1 Fun and Games in Nottingham

Review: Absolutely fantastic experience, probably the
best Laser Tag I have ever been to in Nottingham. Similar to
michaelcO4075AQ I was embedded within a group of university
students (in the interest of science, because geography is science
and this report is geography). The rules were indeed well
explained to the opposing teams, particularly the ‘NO RUNNING’
rule, which Bill ‘The Power’ Taylor still follows to this day. Where
I differ from michaelcO4075AQ is in my assessment of the base
system – surely if it is so easy to “keep racking up points” then the
WBlues would have managed to earn more than just 30% of the
MBlues’ points tally [Wheater & Cook, 2000]? michaelcO4075AQ
is also correct in their assessment of the weight of the packs, as
Matthew Thomas Milward Roberts (I’m getting good at making
up these fake names) managed to carry them, so small children
will indeed be fine.
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The Joseph Else (Wetherspoon) [Fig. 3]
TripShadvisor: Rating: 4 Frogs/5

Figure 3 TripAdvisor’s review of this well-regarded establishment.

• #74 (multiply it by 5.67568 and see what happens)
• Food: 5/5 (interesting menu, included plenty of Buffalo deli-

cacies [Phillips, 2019])
• Service: 3/5 (delivery of beverages was still better than our

PCA delivery)
• Value: 4/5 (value of our chat was much lower though)
• Atmosphere: 3/5 (Schwooooh)

Review: I must admit that 23gemm has slammed the nail on the
head here, it was indeed “another Wetherspoons”, and “the beer
is cheep”. On the subject of noise and conversations I also concur,
as I often observed that multiple conversations were occurring
simultaneously, likely due to Bill Silver sitting in-between the
MBlues and WBlues groups at the table. Aside from Harry Not-
Leng chirpsing the WBlue he fancies, this blocked any possibility
of interaction, with even awkward conversation across this divide
failing to start (and therefore finishing).

Tuesday
Nottingham Trams [Fig. 4]
TripShadvisor: Rating: 4/5 (we love trams!)

• #109 of 109 things to do in Nottingham (why is public trans-
port a ‘thing to do’ that’s just ridiculous)

Review: As far as I recall, everybody got on the right tram
to the right place and arrived at the right time. tthemickstar is
clearly someone who didn’t come on tour last year and has an
unreasonably negative opinion about the home of the British
Iron Industry [Sides, 2010]. I dread to think what tthemickstar
would say about the mobikes that Willy Bronze leaves around
Cambridge when he forgets to lock his own bicycle. It also sounds
like Nottingham’s tram company are employing treasurers who

Figure 4 TripAdvisor’s review of this shadmin-ridden service.

are approximately as inept as our own.

Universities in Nottingham [Figs. 5 & 6]

Figure 5 Much like the respect that reasonable and intelligent peo-
ple have for the so-called University of Oxf*rd, TripAdvisor has very
little respect for the University of Nottingham.

Figure 6 TripShadvisor thinks that this is probably sufficient hockey
talk for now.

The Joseph Else (Wetherspoon) [Fig. 7]
TripShadvisor: Rating: 4/5

• #73 (I have taken so much time to write this report that it has
gone up by one place)

• Food: 2/5 (many of the Buffalo options had gone by Tuesday
(freshers grow up so fast these days!))

• Service: 3/5 (delivery of ketchup bottle was bold, but hit the
wall rather than Tony Books, much to our disappointment)

• Value: 5/5 (we were given a free bottle of ketchup – Heinz no
less)

• Atmosphere: 6/5 (felt a lot more like La Tomatina than una
cuchara meteorológica)

Review: It seems like MICKI0950 had a very similar experience
at this ‘Spoons’, with its abundance of sauce, and eager members
of the public volunteering to deliver said sauce to the well-dressed
gentlemen sitting on table 43. The service was excellent, the
aforementioned volunteers didn’t need asking twice, or even once,
to lend us the ketchup. I still noticed a couple of faults with this
‘Spoons’. Firstly, the swiftness of the ketchup delivery, as a flatter
trajectory would surely have been quicker, and secondly, the fact
that the ketchup missed Tony, and therefore could have done
significant damage to the expensive artwork adorning the walls of
Mr Else’s house.
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Figure 7 A second TripAdvisor review of this saucy Nottingham
establishment.

Figure 8 TripAdvisor’s review of a Varsity Match icon, and the
shcloob he supposedly works at now.

Revolutions [Fig. 8]
TripShadvisor: Rating: 3/5 (can’t have been that good if we
decided to head off to Bierkeller instead)

Review: How lucky was EmiliaN98 to meet 9-time Varsity
Man of the Match Kieran Gilmore?! This Kieran fellow clearly
doesn’t remember his CUHC days fondly, as he made sure to
double-charge Harry Silver and Will Atkins for all their drinks
(similar to Molliy Ring, I get confused as to which is which).
Thankfully, Jess Czink was on hand to lead us all to the Promised
Land of Bierkeller. . .

Bierkeller [Fig. 9]

Figure 9 Both TripAdvisor and TripShadvisor agree that this should
have been checked before leaving Revs. Thanks Jess.

Revolución [Fig. 10]
TripShadvisor

Figure 10 TripAdvisor review highlighting the Spanish flavour of this
establishment.

Review: Andres40000 would have loved Revs on the night
that we attended, as they exclusively played Spanish music.
Whilst the majority of the group had already sacked off the night
following Jess Czink’s betrayal of the group’s trust, those who
remained were treated to a questionable selection of music. At
least Arry Hatkins had fun though, as he accosted a group of
terrified Spanish men in the toilets, and forced them to endure an
impromptu solo performance of what was probably Don Quixote
(I don’t speak Spanish so to be honest it could have been anything).

Macclesfield [Fig. 11]
TripShadvisor:

Review: Poor Emma-Louise S simply doesn’t understand that
All Revs Lead to Macclesfield. Where else does one go to buy food
that one doesn’t actually need at all after accidentally sending uno
grande in Revs? Where else could one go?
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Figure 11 TripAdvisor review of the Cheshire market town.

WEDNESDAY

[As I have said previously, my own careful observations of Wednesday
have been lost to the sands of time, much like JParke’s “vast and shirtless
rig of stone” [Mary Shelley, 1818]. Thus, it is fortunate that one of our
token Northerners has been able to share his own meticulous notes with
me, in Figs. 12, 13 & 14].

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14
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CONCLUSIONS

Much like my own admin on this tour, the rigorously scientific
structure that I set out with in this report has deteriorated signif-
icantly. Fortunately, this conclusion is the perfect opportunity to
regain that focus, and tie together the loose strands of discussion
that may or may not exist in the previous section.

How ‘Spoons’ is experienced is possibly the key to this whole
report, and the easy and perfectly acceptable answer would be to
say that ‘Spoons’ is a construct, much like climate change, science
or Australia. However, as the comparisons of CUHC and non-
CUHC experiences of Spooning in Nottingham show, the ‘Spoons’
experience is very much personal and collective to varying de-
grees dependent on the particular conditions of the phenomenon.
The roads that lead to, and depart from, ‘Spoons’ have also been
explored in some detail, and I have similarly indecisive and incon-
clusive conclusions about these paths.

In terms of qualitative assessment of the ways in which ‘Spoons’
can be experienced, this report has made a start in addressing this
gap in geographical literature, but more work needs to be done,
ideally in another city, but at roughly the same time of year.

In order to assist in further study of ‘Spoons’ by a valuable
member of the touring team next year who is falsely accused with
libellous claims of (alleged) shadmin, I would like to set out three
possible avenues of relevant further research. These will serve
as a starting point to construct a framework which facilitates the
geographical analysis of ‘Spoons’.

1. Increased attendance at ‘Dangerspoons’ in Cambridge to un-
derstand the spatial element of Ketchup-throwing culture.
Why is the ‘Danger’ element of ‘Dangerspoons’ not the same
in all places?

2. How do the paths to and from a Wetherspoons influence the
experience of the ‘Spoons’ phenomenon? In-depth study of
these paths, whether Cindies or Hawks, Big Fez or Sean’s
Kitchen, will greatly enhance the understanding of the subjec-
tivities of a ‘Spoons’.

3. Will the Men’s Blues ever score any PCA opportunities? In-
creased time at Wilby will be beneficial, and lead to boat-races
with fewer pressure on Jason Wroyford to redeem himself.
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